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1234 Gardiner Lane | Louisville, KY 40213

drexelmetals.com | Toll Free: 888-321-9630 | Fax: 877-321-9638

THE DM-ARM HAS YOUR BACK!

Drexel Metals Association of Regional 
Manufacturers (DM-ARM) is a comprehensive 
portable roll former program designed to help 
you meet building codes and build your brand 
locally. The Drexel Metals DM-ARM program 
allows installers and regional manufacturers to 
grow their businesses by offering better local 
control, greater profits, freight savings, less 
scrap, and the ability to provide metal roofing 
on-demand.

As a DM-ARM member, Drexel Metals becomes 
your “back-office partner”, allowing your team 
to spend more time in the local market! 

Become a member at 
www.drexmet.com.

Sell More with the Roofing Passport 

Exclusive to DM-ARM members, the Sherwin-Williams®

Roofing Passport is a groundbreaking platform that 
simplifies metal roof estimation and ordering. As a 
fully automated program, this digital platform enables 
project estimation in one click. The Sherwin-Williams 
Roofing Passport creates a powerful link between 
EagleView’s highly accurate roof measurements and 
SmartBuild’s automated estimation software, creating 
an easy-to-use bidding platform.  

Learn more at www.drexmet.com
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Publisher’s Note ))

I 
would feel like Chicken Little, 

except it appears the sky is actually 

falling. 

The Producer Price Index is at 

approximately 8%, the highest since 

about 1980. So, the cost to manufacture 

is up. We all see this every day when 

we do the payables in our respective 

businesses.

The Consumer Price Index is about 

the same and the highest since 1982.

The Q1 GDP came in at -1.4% when 

everyone assumed it would be positive, 

recovering after the pandemic. The last 

negative GDP reports were when the 

pandemic started (when everything shut 

down) and in 2008.

Either because of this and Fed policy 

or in addition to, several major financial 

institutions (Deutsche Bank is refer-

enced) are predicting a major recession. 

The optimistic financial institutions are 

predicting a minor recession. 

In the face of doom and gloom I will 

pick up the standard and advance, ful-

filling my role of Little Gary Sunshine. I 

am going to champion the cause of con-

trarianism (wow that is actually a word). 

Here is a different version of one of my 

favorite quotes.

“Our company had a meeting to dis-

cuss the recession, and we voted not to 

have one!” is the word from Zig Ziglar. 

“The recession is in here,” pointing to his 

head. “Not out there.”

Yes, deal with and work with reality. 

You do not have a choice. But there is a 

huge difference between living in the 

real world and surrendering to it.

When the economy is booming, every 

business owner thinks they are Rich 

Uncle Pennybags from Monopoly and 

a financial genius. In a tough environ-

ment, leadership, flexibility, and bold-

ness win.

Recessions and economic stress are 

a huge opportunity. Are you really as 

good as you think you are? Here is 

your chance to prove it. Everyone is 

financially stressed, including your 

competition. This stress magnifies the 

outcome from every decision, good and 

bad. 

Most companies will hesitate and pull 

back to weather the storm, but this can 

be an opportunity to act boldly. There 

is, of course, a difference between bold 

action and rash action.

If you have a vision, stay the course. 

It may take extra phone calls and 

resources. Margins may shrink, but 

fight to keep them. Continue the things 

that worked when the sun was shining 

and add a little more to hold back the 

storm.

Most recessions appear to last 

approximately two years. The question 

is: How will you be positioned when 

the recession ends? Will you have 

maintained and even grown, or will you 

have contracted? 

You cannot single-handedly prevent a 

recession, but you can set yourself up to 

take advantage of the recovery.

To demonstrate putting Shield Wall 

Media’s money where its mouth is, we 

are launching digital Spanish editions 

of several publications and relaunching 

the Metal Builder brand as a special 

section for the remainder of 2022, and 

as a NEW MAGAZINE in 2023. 

I invite you to join us at Shield Wall 

Media in choosing to not participate in 

any upcoming recessions. RF

 By Gary Reichert

Set Yourself Up For  
A Successful Recovery

W
hen you think of how 

you came to be in this 

business, who are the 

people who made the 

biggest impact on you? Who did you 

call on to learn about running a busi-

ness? Who taught you what’s needed to 

make your business a success? 

If the person (or people) you’re 

thinking of have been in the business 

a long time and have had a positive 

impact on others as well, they may 

be a good candidate for the Building 

Progress Award. What better way to 

express your appreciation and admira-

tion than to nominate them for recog-

nition from the entire industry. Please 

read through the information about 

the Building Progress Award on page 

48. For your convenience, we’ve pub-

lished a nomination form on page 49.

You may recall the publication of a 

Buyers’ Guide in the June 2020 and 

June 2021 editions. There’s no Buyers’ 

Guide included in this, the June 2022 

edition. Rather than producing a 

Buyers’ Guide in four of our maga-

zines (Rollforming Magazine; Rural 

Builder; Metal Roofing Magazine; and 

Garage, Shed & Carport Builder), we 

are publishing a single, stand-alone 

Buyers’ Guide (Business Directory). 

The Directory will be published late in 

the year and will be delivered direct-

ly to you at no cost; it will be poly-

bagged with the December edition of 

Rollforming Magazine. 

You don’t need to do anything to get 

this special edition. As long as you’re 

currently subscribed to Rollforming 

(or one of the other three magazines 

listed above), you’ll receive the 2022 

Business Directory.

Until next time — be well. RF

 By Karen Knapstein

Who has moved 
this industry ahead?

Editor’s Note ))
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NEW SALES REPS JOIN LEVI’S 
BUILDING COMPONENTS

Levi’s Building Components [www.

levisbuildingcomponents.com] has 

announced Brian Quast and Joe Danciu 

have joined the company as Field Sales 

Representatives.

Brian Quast represents Levi’s Building 

Components in Minnesota, North 

Dakota, and South Dakota. 

Joe Danciu represents Levi’s Building 

Components in Florida and Alabama. 

Both Brian and Joe have extensive expe-

rience in the lumber and construction 

industries.

Levi’s Building Components is a fam-

ily owned, national supplier of metal 

roofing products located in Ephrata, 

Pennsylvania. 

STEEL DYNAMICS MAKES 
LEADERSHIP APPOINTMENTS

Steel Dynamics, Inc. [https://stld.

steeldynamics.com/], one of the larg-

est domestic steel producers and met-

als recyclers in the United States, has 

announced the transition of Miguel 

Alvarez to lead the company’s North 

American Metals Recycling platform 

effective March 31, 2022, which will pro-

ceed the July 2022 retirement of Russell 

B. Rinn, the company’s Executive Vice 

President of Metals Recycling since 

July 2011. Rinn will remain a valuable 

resource to the company in a consulting 

role until his retirement, continuing to 

report to the company’s Chief Executive 

Officer. The company is also promot-

ing James Anderson from his current 

position as Vice President of the com-

pany’s steel fabrication operations to a 

Senior Vice President retaining the same 

responsibilities, also effective March 31, 

2022.

“Since joining Steel Dynamics over 

ten years ago, Russ has played a key 

role as part of our senior leadership 

team, and has been instrumental in our 

metals recycling strategy,” said Mark. 

D. Millett, Chairman, President, and 

Chief Executive Officer. “Russ came to 

us with an already impressive resumé 

within the steel industry, with over 

30 years of leadership. I, along with 

our board of directors and the entire 

senior leadership team, recognize and 

appreciate his contributions to Steel 

Dynamics and our success. During his 

tenure, Russ contributed to the overall 

leadership of our company, and also 

further optimized and rationalized 

our recycling operations, including our 

strategic recycling growth in Mexico. 

We wish Russ the very best with his next 

endeavors within retirement.”

Steel Dynamics produces steel prod-

ucts, including hot roll, cold roll, and 

coated sheet steel, structural steel beams 

and shapes, rail, engineered special-

bar-quality steel, cold finished steel, 

merchant bar products, specialty steel 

sections and steel joists and deck. In 

addition, the company produces liquid 

pig iron and processes and sells ferrous 

and nonferrous scrap.

COATED METALS GROUP 
OPENS NEW FACILITY

Coated Metals Group (CMG, www.

cmgmetals.com) has announced the 

recent expansion of its Charlotte, North 

Carolina, facility. The larger facility 

positions Coated Metals Group to meet 

the ever-growing demand within the 

Charlotte and Eastern market.

CMG’s expansion will help reduce 

lead times for customers since it can 

keep additional material on the floor. 

Paired with increased production levels, 

the company expects the new facility to 

help minimize obstacles presented by 

industry-wide supply chain constraints. 

In line with its other locations, the new 

Charlotte facility will keep a diverse 

line of stocked products on the floor 

at exceptionally high levels, regular 

inbound material to maintain stock, and 

an efficient floor plan with the ability to 

expand and adjust quickly.

Brogan Baker, the local VP-Sales, said, 

“We’re very excited about our new build-

ing! Our new facility has a lot more room 

to stock more quantities of coils, sheets, 

and metal roofing accessories. With this 

added space, it will allow us to service our 

customers quickly and help keep project 

schedules moving. We are extremely 

eager for the opportunity to better serve 

our customers!”

Coated Metals Group is now located 

at 1814 Westinghouse Blvd., Unit U, 

Charlotte, NC 28273.

PALRAM PROMOTES ALBERT 
TO BUSINESS UNIT MANAGER

Palram Americas 

[www.palram.com/

us], a leading global 

manufacturer of 

polycarbonate and 

PVC sheets, has 

announced the pro-

motion of Jeramy 

Albert to the posi-

tion of Construction 

Business Unit Manager. Albert will be 

responsible for the strategic direction 

and product portfolio for the commercial, 

agricultural, and building products mar-

kets within the US and Canada. He will 

lead a team of factory and independent 

representatives to drive mutual growth 

for Palram and its customers. 

Albert joined Palram’s inside sales 

team more than 15 years ago, progress-

ing into numerous roles in outside sales 

and national account management — a 

true testament of his commitment and 

Palram’s ‘promote from within’ culture. 

Albert has a proven record of building 

long-term partnerships and delivering 

value-add solutions to our distributors, 

dealers, and end-users. His in-depth 

knowledge of Palram’s customers, prod-

ucts, and markets, combined with his 

strong leadership positions him well to 

support the company’s strategic growth 

initiatives. 

Jeramy Albert

CMG’s new facility has space to stock more 
coil, sheets, and metal roofing accessories.
PHOTO COURTESY OF CMG.
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Make Rollforming More Profitable

Stop the Dripping from Condensation

Fight Condensation Without Insulation

When condensation occurs, moisture gets stored in the 
specially designed pockets of the DR!PSTOP membrane.

• Arrives on-site already on roof panels

• Helps fight corrosion in livestock confinement

• Significantly reduces construction time

• Builds customer loyalty

• Saves money

Since DR!PSTOP is added during rollforming, you can Increase profits 

not effort. Capture the sale and give your customers the absolute best 

condensation control solution.  

Add DR!PSTOP condensation control to your production

Ask for it from your preferred steel panel supplier
www.dripstop.com or call us at: 1-(937) 660-6646

Adhesive
Barrier

Water Droplets

Steel

Pockets

Membrane
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DYNAMIC FASTENER 
RELEASES NEW HAND GUIDE

Dynamic Fastener [tel. 800-821-5448] 

has released a new version of its popular 

Tool and Fastener Hand Guide. This free, 

140-page, full-color gem provides concise 

answers to questions pertaining to fasten-

er applications, engineering data, avail-

ability of types, size ranges and fastener 

materials specific to the metal building 

and roofing industry. 

In addition to discussing screws and 

anchors, the Guide provides prices and 

other useful information relating to flash-

ings, sealants, insulation tapes, safety 

equipment, hand tools, power tools and 

more. The 2022 publication includes 

details on the Dyna-Guard snow retention 

system for metal roofs. It also includes 

information about the company’s new 

rivet initiative that resulted in a stock level 

of 100 million rivets with 75 million pre-

painted in more than 100 different colors. 

AMBASSADOR ACQUIRES 
ORGAIN BUILDING SUPPLY

Ambassador Supply has revealed the 

acquisition of Orgain Building Supply, 

which is based in Clarksville, Tennessee, 

on March 18, 2022. A company news 

release stated the new partnership will 

help Orgain Building Supply continue in 

its mission and promise to its customers 

to provide quality products in a responsive 

manner.

Ambassador welcomes Orgain as it con-

tinues its dedication to the high-quality 

service that elevated them to being rec-

ognized as a leader in building materi-

als. Located in Fort Wayne, Indiana, 

Ambassador Supply has been invested in 

lumber supply since 2012. With the assis-

tance of Ambassador Supply leadership, 

Orgain Building Supply will maintain its 

current employees including 90 employ-

ees in Clarksville, Tennessee.

Built on a strong family legacy, Orgain 

Building Supply has always invested and 

focused on the success of its employees. 

It has a legacy of providing full-service 

building supply solutions throughout the 

greater Nashville area for 100 years.

“My employees and I are extremely 

excited to become part of the Ambassador 

Supply family!” Hunter Orgain said. “We 

look forward to our continued growth in 

Clarksville, Tennessee and surrounding 

counties in this new chapter joined with 

Ambassador Supply. Orgain Building 

Supply will continue to strive to take care 

of our contractors and customers and will 

always stand behind our slogan ‘Service is 

our most important product.’”

WARREN, OHIO, ROLL 
FORMER ADDS SIGNIFICANT 
MANUFACTURING CAPACITY

CDH Custom Roll Form (CDH) has 

announced that significant, additional 

manufacturing capacity is now online at 

its Warren, Ohio, facility due to the instal-

lation of a new line.

The Company was officially launched 

two years ago and opened its Warren 

office and manufacturing facility in 

March 2021. CDH manufactures com-

ponent and custom products to meet the 

needs of a variety of customers in the 

large North American steel roll form 

products market. CDH’s Warren facility 

offers state-of-the-art roll-forming tech-

nology, as well as stamping and slitting 

capabilities.

Jack Pacalo, CDH Custom Roll Form 

President, said, “Since we first opened for 

business, demand and business has been 

strong, and it’s growing even more now. 

This added capacity is huge for us, and 

we are also planning future expansion for 

later this summer to ensure we are in an 

excellent position to achieve our future 

growth goals.”

CDH Custom Roll Form is a joint ven-

ture of U.S.-based ClarkDietrich and 

Hadley Group, a global organization 

headquartered in the U.K. 

BLUESCOPE STEEL TO 
ACQUIRE CORNERSTONE COIL 
COATINGS BUSINESS 

BlueScope Steel Limited has entered 

into a binding agreement to acquire the 

Coil Coatings business from Cornerstone 

Building Brands Inc. for US$500 million, 

a bourse filing noted.

Coil Coatings is the second larg-

est metal painter in the US, with a total 

capacity of around 900,000 tons per 

annum across seven facilities, predomi-

nantly serving commercial and industrial 

construction applications.

BlueScope Managing Director and 

CEO Mark Vassella said the acquisition of 

Coil Coatings almost triples BlueScope’s 

“US metallic coating and painting capac-

ity to over 1.3 million metric tons per 

annum, from around 475,000 tons per 

annum at present, and gives us immediate 

and direct access to the large and growing 

Eastern US region.”

The purchase price of US$500 mil-

lion represents approximately 8.9 times 

CY2021 pro-forma EBITDA of US$56 

million, including year three syner-

gies. Following completion, Cornerstone 

Building Brands will remain a key cus-

tomer of the business.

The transaction is targeted for comple-

tion in calendar year 2022, subject to 

regulatory approval and other customary 

closing conditions. RF
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www.lcametals.com  •  951-654-2874  •  Email: info@lcametals.com
210 Bissell Place, San Jacinto, CA

Your Source for
Metal Construction Materials

With over 30 years combined experience

• Light Gauge Galvanized Structural Steel • Coils & Flat Sheets •
• Roof & Wall Panels • Trim Pieces & Accessories • 7 Colors •

PRODUCT

AVAILABLE TO SHIP

IN 2-3 DAYS 
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Problem Solvers ))

I
f you only need a handful of fasten-

ers, you know where to go: the local 

hardware or home builder store. 

Where do you go when you need 

a larger quantity of nails or screws? We 

checked with a few suppliers for the facts 

about what they offer, what their mini-

mums are, and what their terms are.  

ST FASTENING SYSTEMS
ST Fastening Systems offers 250 fas-

teners in a bag, or box quantities at 2500 

or 3000 per box, depending on screw size.

Orders can be split, but customers 

want to make sure their purchase is 

enough to get free prepaid freight, that is 

a $3000 purchase.

Metal-to-metal fasteners in sizes of #12 

x 3/4”, #12 x 1”, #12 x 1¼”, #12 x 1½” are 

the most popular, and in metal-to-wood 

fasteners, #10 x 1”, #10 x 1½”, and #10 x 2” 

are more sought after. 

Normal terms are net 30 days, but can 

vary per customer.

ST believes that customer relationships 

and understanding customer needs is an 

important part of their business.

LEVI’S BUILDING
COMPONENTS

Levi’s stocks and paints a full line 

of fasteners for all types of metal 

applications.  

Their Fastgrip™, Metalgrip™, and ProZ™ 

products offer the right solution for any 

job.

Same day shipping is available on 

fastener orders with no minimum 

quantity requirement.

Their free freight minimum is 

$3000. With a wide variety of building 

accessories, there’s a good chance you 

will find a product you need. 

Standard terms are net 30 and they ship 

nationwide from Ephrata, Pennsylvania.

DMI FASTENERS
Direct Metals, Inc. sells primarily full 

box and pallet quantities. The length and 

diameter of those fasteners dictate how 

many pieces fit into a box. Most fastener 

boxes average between 25-30 lbs., so 

they can be easily handled and shipped 

through UPS. Pallet quantities usually 

average 48 boxes to make it easy for LTL 

freight shipping.

There are no order minimums, but 

DMI encourages its distributors to order 

volume to qualify for free shipping, 

which is $3500. Orders less than that do 

not include free freight.

Their most popular metal-to-metal 

fasteners are #12 x 1¼” and 1/4 x 7/8” 

Stitch 304 SS cap SCAMP long-life self-

drilling fasteners. They are available in 

powder coated colors to match building 

panels.

The most popular metal-to-wood 

fasteners are #10 x 1½” WOODZAC 

Type 17, #10 x 1½” ZXL Micro-bit zinc-

aluminum heads and #12 x 1½” Type 17 

304 SS cap SCAMP long-life metal-to-

wood fastener for new construction and 

replacement applications.

Their standard billing terms are net 30 

days.

Standard shipping times are three 

days or less for in-stock items. While 

delivery to all customers of one week or 

less is the goal,  average shipping to most 

customers is two days or less.

WILDCAT FASTENER 
Wildcat Fasteners supplies wholesale 

screws to roll formers across the US. 

They offer screws in all different lengths 

and colors, Wood Claw and Steel Claw, 

with free shipping and no minimums. 

ATLAS BOLT & SCREW
Atlas sells fasteners by the box. Their 

popular metal-to-metal fasteners are 

#14 x 7/8” Flat Top Lap and #12-14 x 1¼” 

Flat Top TCP3. The popular metal-to-

wood fasteners are #12 x ¾” Stitch, #10 

x 1½”, and #10 x 2”. Atlas has a pre-paid 

freight minimum per PO, providing free 

shipping for many of their customers. 

THE HIXWOOD STORE
Hixwood offers building packages, but 

they also have a retail store right on their 

Stanley, Wisconsin campus. 

The store opened its doors in 2012 as 

a convenience for local builders to pick 

up supplies and the items they use on 

without screwing around!
By Rollforming Magazine Staff
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6+             $192.85          PG. 4

D•F® DYNA-CLAMPS®

*see PG. 68
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600+     $6.45*  

leaky metal roof?
D•F® DROP-STOP®               PG. 56, 57

#3
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D•F® DYNA-FL     SH®
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impact-tested™ 

nut runners
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a daily basis. That includes fasteners, 

electrical supplies, extension ladders, 

wheel barrows, and hand tools. Recently 

they have added power tools to their 

inventory.

Their saber drives, or construction 

screws, are sold by the pound in 1 lb., 5 

lb., 10 lb., or 25 lb. quantities. 

The store is cash and carry, so they don’t 

stock many expensive items. However, 

they can special order anything you need 

and generally they have it within a week.  

GRABER POST’S 
DO IT BEST STORE

Graber Post’s hardware line is branded 

“Do It Best” and the store is named the 

same. Located on Graber’s premises in 

Montgomery, Indiana, the store opened 

in 2007 to help keep Graber’s crews 

stocked and to help out the Amish com-

munity they are located in. Amish build-

ers and DIYers shop at the store. 

The store comprises around 10,000 

square feet, but with all the merchandise 

they carry, they are running out of 

space. They stock plumbing, electrical, 

hand tools, paint, hardware, pellet grills, 

pellets, and fasteners. 

They do cash and carry, ship across the 

country, and ship to lumber yards. 

Fasteners are sold by piece, box, case, 

or full pallet as it works for the customer.  

There is no minimum to ship. 

GOLDEN RULE FASTENERS
Golden Rule Fasteners supplies roll 

formers from coast to coast with screws 

and other components. Most orders ship 

the  same day.

Their popular metal to metal fasteners 

are the #12 diameter screw with a sealing 

washer. They also stock 1/4” diameter 

and 5/16” diameter.

Their popular wood-to-metal 

fasteners are the #9 diameter 

screw with a sealing washer, followed 

closely by the #10. They also sell a lot 

of #12 diameter roof screws and #14 

diameter roof screws and some #17s. 

While Golden Rule Fasteners doesn’t  

have a minimum order per se, the screws 

in question come in bags of 250 and they 

don’t break bags so the minimum would 

be 250 pieces. Some fasteners, such as deck 

screws, hex bolts, nuts, etc., come in bulk 

cartons, with minimums of one carton. 

Qualified orders receive free shipping.

Golden Rule also offers pipe flashings, 

butyl tape, closure strips, ridge vent 

products, expanding foam tape, and 

more. RF

Phone: (334) 283-4030  -  Fax: (334) 283-4032  -  Email: grfast@centurytel.net

We are now stocking 28 colors of 
#10 x 1-1/2” Woodzac Roof Screws
 The head of the Woodzac screw is guarateed  

 against red rust for the life of the building!
 Your order will typically be shipped out on  

 the same day that it is placed.
 Many locations will receive their order 

 in only one business day.

When you need it fast, 
think Golden Rule Fasteners.

Give us a call today!
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 By Sharon Thatcher

M
ore than four years in the making, a former cattle 

ranch in Texas has now been fully transformed 

into Steel Dynamics Inc.’s (SDI) new electric arc 

furnace (EAF) mill operation. On Feb. 9, Texas 

Governor Greg Abbott visited the 2,600-acre facility in Sinton, 

Texas, as guest speaker at the official ribbon cutting. 

The SDI Southwest-Sinton Flat Roll Division has been com-

ing online in stages since late last year but is now fully opera-

tional. It includes a melt shop, caster, hot mill, pickle line cold 

mill, galvanized/Galvalume line, and paint line. These opera-

tions cover almost 2 million square feet of space, of which more 

than a million square feet are under roof. 

Rollforming Magazine recently asked Steel Dynamics for 

more detailed information on the new mill and its operations. 

Official comments are quoted below. 

Cover Story ))

Steel Dynamics’ New EAF Mill 
in Texas Now Fully Operational

The new SDI Southwest-Sinton Flat Roll Division includes a melt shop, 
caster, hot mill, pickle line cold mill, galvanized/Galvalume line, and 
paint line. ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF STEEL DYNAMICS
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SITE SELECTION
The site was selected because of its 

proximity to existing transportation 

lines and existing power sources. 

“You need good logistics for a steel mill 

and we have three class 1 railroad options, 

excellent truck availability, and we are only 

19 miles from the port of Corpus Christi,” 

Steel Dynamics said. “These logistical 

options are important for both inbound 

raw materials and shipments to customers. 

“Sinton was also selected because the 

Texas and Southwest steel market has 

been underserved from a flat rolled 

standpoint. This is the first flat rolled 

mill located in Texas. It also has excellent 

proximity to our customers in Mexico. 

“Additionally, the site works extremely 

well for a steel mill because of the close 

proximity to both electricity and water. 

The high voltage transmission line is 

located less than a mile from the site, 

which makes connecting very favorable. 

Although steel mills continuously recycle 

water at the facility, having access to low 

chlorine water is essential for the process. 

In the case of Sinton, a high-volume water 

pipeline just adjacent to the facility had 

the ability to provide water to the project.”

EAFs (also called mini mills) rely on 

electric power for operation and in some 

parts of the world, unreliable electric 

grids are posing challenges. SDI selected 

the Sinton site to avoid such concerns.

“The location of SDI steel mills is strate-

gic in regard to power availability as well 

as relatively low-carbon footprint power 

generation,” SDI responded. “Across the 

United States, renewable energy through 

wind and solar, is becoming more and 

more prevalent. The presence of a mini-

mill is actually good for the regional 

electricity markets. While peak demand 

periods are a concern, our facilities 

operate 24/7, which enables the regional 

power grids to have a dependable base 

load that can anchor the consumption 

of power. With this anchor load, more 

renewable resources and more reliable 

power generation can be managed better 

by the power producers.”

FUTURE EXPANSION 
The Sinton location allows for future 

expansion, which is already in the plan-

ning stages. SDI has announced it will 

add a galvanized/Galvalume line and an 

additional paint line. 

The property also has build sites for 

There are about 700 employees at the new Sinton facility. Additional employees will be needed with 
expansion in 2023.
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campus partners. To date, six companies 

have committed to building facilities on 

the campus. 

“Some of these companies will be steel 

consumers and others will offer process-

ing including slitting, cut to length, and 

stretch leveling.”

Steel Dynamics is expanding else-

where in the country as well. The Steel 

Dynamics Flat Rolled Group will be 

adding a Galvalume line and paint line 

at its Heartland Division at Terra Haute, 

Indiana. 

EMPLOYMENT
There are about 700 SDI employees 

based at the new Sinton facility and addi-

tional employees will be needed with 

expansion in 2023. Campus partners will 

provide additional jobs at Sinton. 

Aside from SDI employees, the mill 

provided an estimated 2,500 to 3,000 

jobs during the construction phase. 
Future expansion is already in the planning stages for a galvanized/Galvalume line and an 
additional paint line. 
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES
SDI Southwest-Sinton is the first flat 

rolled mill in Texas and has been herald-

ed as a state-of-the-art facility. But what 

does that mean? Steel Dynamics says 

it can now cast a slab 5-1/2 inches thick 

and has installed rough stages in front of 

the hot mill to provide a better surface 

and improved property capabilities. 

“This is also the first melting facility 

with the ability to produce products out 

to 84 inches wide,” the company noted. 

SCRAP TO STEEL
The ecological advantages of EAF mills 

over the old legacy mills is well known. 

Steel Dynamics no longer operates any leg-

acy mills (zmills using iron deposits mined 

from the earth and transformed into steel 

in blast furnaces). Instead, the company 

relies solely on recycling scrap metals. 

The Sinton mill is the seventh EAF mill 

now in the SDI family. Its first EAF flat 

rolled steel mill was constructed in Butler, 

Indiana. It acquired an existing EAF flat 

rolled steel mill in Columbus, Mississippi. 

Four additional EAF steel mills produce 

long products: 1) an EAF mill construct-

ed in Columbia City, Indiana, producing 

structural sections, rail and rebar; 2) an 

EAF mill acquired in Roanoke, Virginia, 

producing merchant steel shapes; 3) a 

specialty shape EAF steel mill acquired in 

Huntington, West Virginia; 4) a Special 

Bar Quality producing EAF steel mill 

acquired in Pittsboro, Indiana.

In addition, the Steel Dynamics Flat Roll 

Group has multiple finishing facilities. 

“There are three finishing facili-

ties in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, that 

we acquired known as SDI The Techs. 

Additionally, we have flat roll finishing 

facilities in Jeffersonville, Indiana, and 

SDI Heartland in Terre Haute, Indiana, 

both of which were acquired.” 

In 2007, Steel Dynamics purchased 

one of the largest metals recyclers in the 

United States, OmniSource. That com-

pany is integral to SDI’s overall scrap-

to-steel process, with its vast streams 

of scrap coming in from across the 

Midwest, Southern U.S., and Mexico; 

the latter becoming a focal point when 

OmniSource acquired Mexican scrap 

company, Zimmer, in 2020. 

“OmniSource processes various scrap 

streams to provide the best value for 

the material as it is re-used,” SDI said. 

“OmniSource is also excellent at manag-

ing the logistics of handling and moving 

scrap streams.” 

OmniSource works with shredders 

throughout the Midwest, Southeast, 

Texas, and the Mid-South to capture 

recyclable metals. The process has 

become very sophisticated, with engi-

neering capabilities at shredding that 

can separate non-ferrous materials such 

as copper and aluminum, from interme-

diate materials that can be captured for 

economic value elsewhere. 

The importance of having a 360-degree 

recyclable system from scrap to steel can-

not be understated. SDI reported that 

in 2021, it consumed approximately 9.5 

million net tons of recycled ferrous scrap 

and produced 9.8 million net tons of steel. 

THE MARKETPLACE
Steel is used, of course, in many indus-

tries, and Steel Dynamics is a player in 

many of those industries. Approximately 

50% ends up in the construction market. 

“Steel Dynamics has one of the most 

diversified, value-added product offer-

ings of any domestic steel producer,” the 

company reported. “From our Flat Rolled 

Group, we supply Galvalume, galvanized, 

painted Galvalume, painted galvanized, 

and hot rolled products for purlin. We 

even make floor plate and weathering 

steel. We are a full line supplier to the 

construction market.” 

ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS
In its mining and smelting days, the 

steel industry did not enjoy a very favor-

able reputation among environmentalists. 

Today, the EAF version of the industry 

makes it among trendsetters in reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions. With such a 

highly renewable product to produce, it 

is no surprise that Steel Dynamics has 

set some lofty goals to keep ahead of the 

public and political demands to be earth 

friendly. 

In its report to Rollforming Magazine, 

the company said: 

With our EAF steelmaking and 

circular manufacturing model, Steel 

Dynamics is already a leader in the 

industry, and with our new goals, 

we are raising the bar even further 

for sustainable steelmaking.

Our teams’ drive to be efficient 

and focus on EAF steelmaking 

technology have resulted in our 

Scope 1 and 2 emissions being 

among the lowest in the industry 

today. Our steel mills’ greenhouse 

Approximately 50% of Steel Dynamics’ products end up in the construction industry. 
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gas emissions are 88% lower per metric ton than the 

industry average of our U.S. blast furnace peers.¹ Our EAF 

operations energy intensity was 75% less than the average 

steel operations worldwide, when compared to the World 

Steel Association. 

To achieve carbon neutrality at our steel mills, we plan 

to continue working to: 

• Identify and implement emission reduction projects

• Improve energy management to reduce emissions and 

enhance operational efficiency

• Increase the use of renewable energy, including 

partnering with our utilities

• Research, develop and implement innovative 

technologies.

 

MARKET OUTLOOK
Although the consumer market in general has been experi-

encing headwinds from inflation and higher interest rates, SDI 

continues to see a desire by consumers to spend:

“Our Structural and Rail Division and steel fabrication 

operations provide us with more specific insight into the non-

residential construction sector. Based on historically strong 

steel fabrication order backlog extending into 2023, combined 

with the continued strength of order activity and broad 

customer optimism, we believe construction will remain strong 

in the coming year.” RF 

¹Based on Scope1 CO2 equivalent emissions reported to the U.S. 

EPA.
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T
he audience for this magazine 

is roll formers. This is unique 

among Shield Wall Media 

titles because our audience 

sells primarily business to business. 

Whether you sell to dealers, lumber-

yards or roofers you sell to a business, 

which in turn sells the product to the 

end user. This creates an entirely differ-

ent selling environment.

In my previous life, in a different 

business-to-business environment, I 

sold capital equipment. There were a 

few difficult lessons that, when learned, 

made selling much easier.

One obvious truism is “Know what 

you sell.” In a B2B scenario, 

most people do not know 

what they are selling. The 

statement needs to be rewrit-

ten to “Know what your cus-

tomers buy.” The difference is 

subtle, but critical for success.

Rephrasing each in 

sequence as a question to 

yourself, answer both:

“What do I sell?”
Most readers will answer 

panels, soffits, rain gutters, or a 

product or service. 

“What do my customers buy?”
If you answered with a prod-

uct or service, you are wrong. 

Most people with sales training 

will spin off into “sell yourself 

first” or “sell solutions to their 

problems.” This is closer to the 

truth, but still wrong. Any busi-

ness buying anything is actually 

buying one of two things. 

They are buying either:

1. The ability to generate more 

revenue

2. The ability to operate at a lower 

cost.

Period. The end.

Know your product. You need to 

know the specs and details to make sure 

the application is appropriate and solve 

any concerns that arise after the initial 

sale. But if you cannot show how you 

will either increase revenue or decrease 

expenses, there is no reason for the 

business owner to buy from you.

Businesses are about making money. 

Your one objective is to prove you can 

assist in achieving that objective.

This leads to a fundamental skill: 

pencil whipping. I was never certain if 

the term came because the pencil moves 

so fast or if it is being used as a weapon 

to subdue the buyer. Assume the 

pencil is moving fast because 

there is never a good reason to 

whip a friend.

This can help close a sale 

because it focuses on what mat-

ters to the customer, revenue or 

expenses.

Like any other skill, pencil 

whipping has several funda-

mental components.

The first involves the pencil. 

You need an actual pencil or 

pen. Yes technology is shiny 

and cool but this needs to be 

written by hand, not printed 

out or written on a computer 

screen. 

How many pizzas did you 

sell last month? 100. Great. 

What price did you sell the 

pizzas for? $10. Wonderful. 

What was your cost per 

pizza? $6. 

Based on the pricing 

structure we discussed, 

what was your cost for our 

Selling By the Numbers

Business Building ))

Show Your Customers How You Can Increase Their Profits
 By Gary Reichert

“Businesses are about 
making money. Your one 
objective is to prove you 
can assist in achieving 

that objective.”
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pizza? $5. Perfect. 

Under your current system, you have 

$4 net profit per pizza, times 100 pizzas 

so $400. Correct? Yes. 

With our pizza and $5 net profit per 

pizza, that comes to $500. Right? Yup. 

Which would you prefer, $400 or 

$500 net profit?

That is an obvious oversimplification, 

but there are a few critical factors. First 

among them is the prospect gave you 

the numbers to write down. If you pro-

vide numbers relative to the prospect’s 

business they can be questioned. If they 

provide the numbers and you just do 

simple math ($5 X 100 = $500) there is 

nothing to doubt. Ask for the numbers 

at every step and when you provide a 

number, always ask for confirmation.

This also provides a comparison 

between what is and what can be. It is 

5x WINNER
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easy to feed into cheesy closes; “Which 

would you prefer: $400 or $500 profit?” 

qualifies as a cheesy close. The business 

owner’s objective is to generate more 

net profit. The sales person’s objective 

is to be positioned to help the business 

owner make a good decision. If you are 

honest and the product provides a ben-

efit, a close is the natural outcome. 

Here are the numbers you provided; 

which option is better?

This is a simple calculation with 

numbers of units and prices. 

With some flexibility it 

applies to many situations. 

Here’s another example:

Where do your widgets cur-

rently ship from? 500 miles 

away. 

How many truck loads to you 

accept per year? 10. Thanks. 

With the 10% fuel surcharge, 

how much does that increase 

your current truckload rate? 

$500. 

How many units are in a truck 

load? 10. Great. So that is $5 per 

unit additional expense from 

the fuel surcharge. Is that cor-

rect? Sure is. 

Our warehouse is only 100 

miles away, and we have the 

same 10% surcharge. What 

would the surcharge be for 1/5 

of the distance? $100. Great. 

So $400 per truck load or $4 

less per unit. Based on 10 trucks 

and a savings of $400 per truck 

load, you would see a total savings of 

$4,000 per year.

Pencil whipping works great to 

show increased revenue or decreased 

expenses. It also works to demonstrate 

a prevention of loss. This applies now 
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because of supply chain disruptions and increased lead 

times on products and capital equipment. Businesses can’t 

sell what they don’t have.

Old sayings and cliches have some underlying element of 

truth. We already used “Seeing is believing”; now let’s try 

“Time is money.”

Since this is Rollforming Magazine, let’s use a piece of 

equipment as the example: 

How many units do you plan on generating and selling 

per month with this widget? 500. Great. 

What do you project as a net profit per unit? $20. 

Awesome. So in a month you would generate $10,000 net 

profit by running this machine, is that correct?  Seems right. 

Our delivery time is three months less than the competi-

tors, so that would mean delaying three months would cost 

you $30,000, do you agree? Seems reasonable. 

Since our machine is $15,000 more than the competing 

product, the faster delivery would allow you to cover the 

price difference, so you have a better machine, and put an 

additional $15,000 in your pocket. Would you like a better 

machine and an extra $15,000?

It seems obvious, but there are several keys that will 

make this practice successful.

Remember what you are selling. If you are selling to a 

business, the business owner is either buying more sales or 

less expenses. If you have a feature that is exciting, you need 

to explain how that will translate to the business’ bottom 

line. This goes back to the basics with a Feature (what it is), 

Advantage (what it does) and Benefit (why it matters). 

Feature: We have this fastener with the new wolverine 

thread. 

Advantage: It goes in 10% faster, the head never pops off 

and it always seals on the first try. 

Benefit: This saves 10 hours on a 10,000 square foot roof, 

which gets you home sooner and saves you $450 in labor. 

Write it out individually for each customer. Writing it 

out walks them through the process so they understand the 

assumptions. People have a visual memory, so the informa-

tion will stay longer. If they in-out the numbers, the results 

are self-validated by the prospect. 

Going through the process also sets you apart from the 

sales people who only drop literature and take orders. Their 

and your most valuable asset is time. It slows down the 

process and gives you the opportunity to learn specifics 

about their business. That is true for spending time as well 

as saving time.

Writing out a scenario stands out. It can be on a work-

sheet or a yellow legal pad, but it works because seeing is 

believing. RF
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S
tanding seam metal roofing not 

only provides a platform for 

mounting accessories, it also can 

provide you with additional prof-

it. When you supply roofers and builders 

with components that address their cli-

ents’ concerns, you are actually provid-

ing them with solutions.

Accessories you may wish to supply 

in addition to panels and trims include 

snow and ice retention systems, solar sys-

tems, rain handling, ventilation, and dec-

orative features like cupolas and weather 

vanes. The more accessories you can sup-

ply that solve your customers’ problems, 

the more profit potential there is.

Snow and ice retention systems are a 

great add-on to your solar array setup 

and prevent dangerous snow avalanches 

that can occur when large volumes of 

snow accumulate on the roof or solar 

panel. “It’s a good idea to plan ahead 

for snow retention when considering 

solar due to local fire codes and spacing 

requirements,” cautions Caroll Marston, 

Sales and Engineering for AceClamp, 

which specializes in non-penetrating 

roof attachment solutions. 

Snow guard options on metal roofs 

include through-fastened, non-penetrat-

ing guards that attach to standing seams, 

and stick-on guards. Residential clients 

often ask Cherry Fork Metals owner 

Albert Shrock about adding snow and 

ice guards. He doesn’t need to bring it 

up during a sale, but he goes out of his 

way to recommend guards as add-ons for 

commercial clients.

Versatility brings value to accessories. 

Roofers are interested in using clamps 

designed for more than just snow and 

ice retention. In some cases, you can use 

the same clamps for solar attachments as 

you would use for snow retention, says 

Shrock.

Ice melt systems are another add-on 

option. Some systems are secured over a 

style “D” roof drip edge and hold a single 

commercial-grade, self-regulating heat 

trace cable in place for direct heat trans-

fer to roof edges. Only one heat trace 

cable is needed to prevent ice dams and 

icicles on roof edges, resulting in mini-

mal added energy costs for the consumer. 

Homeowners prefer to have acces-

sories installed by one contractor, says 

Doyle Pokorny, project manager, M.P.B. 

Builders. Many customers prefer a one-

stop shop, where they only have to make 

one phone call. Supplying those contrac-

tors with gutters and covers, rain chains, 

weather vanes, and cupolas is a natural 

fit when you are already selling them 

panels and trims. Regardless of whether 

cupolas are cosmetic or functional, it’s a 

convenient upsell for roofers.

Gutters and covers complete a roofing 

package and give additional protection 

against water damage. Gutters can be 

roll-formed on- or off-site. If the roofer 

can provide accurate measurements, 

components can be roll-formed in the 

shop and transported to the jobsite.

If the roofer is taking on gutter instal-

lation, they should have a discussion with 

the homeowner about keeping their gut-

ters clean and functional, which presents 

yet another opportunity for you, the sup-

plier. Gutter guards are a cost-efficient 

option. There are many types and styles 

including, but not limited to, K-style, 

gutter brushes and gutter screens. 

Large and steep-sloped metal roofs 

shed a lot of water very quickly because 

metal is more slippery than other roof 

materials, which usually requires larger 

gutters; standard 4” and 5” gutters typi-

cally can’t handle the faster-running 

water. Roofers may need to advise cus-

tomers about the appropriate gutter size 

(at least 6”) needed to accommodate the 

flow — especially when the roof pitch is 

more pronounced. Downspouts measur-

ing 6” are also recommended to allow an 

easier flow of water and to prevent debris 

buildup.

Traditionally, downspouts trans-

fer water to the ground. However, rain 

Business Building ))

Selling More Than Panels
Accessories provide additional benefits and increase your sales

By Anthony Brass

Metal roof clamps with a patented, non-penetrating sliding-pin design from AceClamp secure these 
solar arrays and snow retention systems. PHOTO COURTESY OF ACECLAMP.
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chains can be offered in place of down-

spouts. They guide rainwater from gut-

ters to the ground along chains or other 

shapes, like cups. Offering rain chains or 

other decorative yet functional options is 

a way for you to set yourself apart from 

your competitors who only offer the 

basics.

TIPS FOR SELLING ADD-ONS
Roofing packages with add-on options 

generate higher sales. The builder speci-

fies products based on the owner’s needs, 

which are determined by asking ques-

tions throughout the sales process. After 

the necessities are determined, accesso-

ries are incorporated into the sales pre-

sentation. As a supplier, the responsibility 

is yours to educate the contractor about 

which accessories are available to them.

Owners do their homework and often 

know what they want. Packages that 

include accessories allow customers to 

finish roofs their way, at a single price. 

Products can be added to a package dur-

ing the process, even when not immedi-

ately available. “If I don’t have it in stock, 

I tell them it’s a special order and can get 

it in,” says Shrock at Cherry Fork, which 

roll-forms its own panels. It’s important 

that all products be included in the proj-

ect plan, so the cost is included in the 

financing. 

Remind roofers that recommending 

add-on accessories is part of an incre-

mental sale. It’s important to finalize 

their customers’ main requests and 

favored accessories first because budget 

concerns affect a client’s ability to take 

on suggested add-ons. However, it’s still 

an ideal time to build the sale with add-

ons. Pokorny says he lets the customers 

lead the conversation about what they 

need or want. Then, he reiterates the ben-

efits of those accessories and gives a price 

for each.

Since standing seam metal roofs lend 

themselves well to adding accessories 

after initial installation, as a supplier you 

may have incremental sales later. When 

you reconnect with a roofer, inquire to 

see if their clients need to add products, 

such as lightning protection. When fol-

lowing up, you can also ask for referrals 

or testimonials, which can lead to even 

more sales.

CONCLUSION
There’s a myriad of standing seam 

add-ons that you can supply roofers. 

Providing roofers with components that 

solve their customers’ problems helps 

them build more profitable roofing pack-

ages. Offering the solutions they need 

will keep your customers coming back to 

you and keep growing your sales. RF
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L
uke Herschberger founded Mapleview Metal Forming 

in Marion, Wisconsin, in 2017. Prior to launching his 

roll-forming business, he worked construction. As 

a builder, he saw the need for a metal former in his 

Central Wisconsin area. “I was using a lot of metal myself,” 

Luke says, “and I saw a need. I decided to go into business and 

am really happy I made the move.”

Over the last four years, Luke has been rolling components, 

but he has also kept his building crew. “I don’t know if I’ll have 

a crew this year,” he says. “Dependable help is hard to find. So 

I’m looking at a bigger crew for the shop.” He mainly has family 

helping now, but he has some workers off and on. Starting in 

December 2021, he has a hired man three days a week. Once the 

busy season starts, the hired man plus another hiree will be in 

the shop full time.

EQUIPMENT
For Luke, new was the way to go when setting up shop. “I 

didn’t want to start with someone else’s trouble, so I started with 

new equipment. It’s a big expense — getting the machinery.” He 

equipped his shop with several machines from Acu-Form: a 

ridge cap machine; corner machine; rat guard machine; hem-

mer; slitter; and uncoiler. The uncoiler was recently converted 

from mechanical to hydraulic. Powered by gas motors before 

the conversion, the machine now runs with less noise and fewer 

fumes, and now runs both ways — decoiling and coiling.

A simple — but critical — piece of equipment in the shop is 

the Schechtl manual trim brake. “We can’t make trim without 

it,” Luke says. 

Mapleview Metal Forming
Metal Forming Shop Growing To Meet Central Wisconsin’s Needs

By Karen Knapstein

The Schechtl trim brake is critical for making trim. PHOTOS BY KAREN KNAPSTEIN
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“It’s also the family’s exercise machine; working that machine 

is a lot of exercise,” he muses.

The biggest machine in the shop is a hydraulic-powered 

Hayes Dual Level panel roll former with post-cut shear. The 

appeal of the dual-level machine is it runs two different profiles 

in the same footprint. His machine is set up to run an ag panel 

on the top, and a residential panel with 6” OC rib on the bottom. 

His shop is set up so he can run panels just shy of 40’.

What he likes most about the equipment he has is he has only 

had to make minor adjustments. And he’s impressed with the 

performance of the Hayes machine, which has needed very 

few adjustments. “It has solid roll tooling,” he explains. “Some 

machines have individual tooling for each rib, rather than solid 

roll tooling. There’s one piece all the way across rather than 

individual dies with collars.” 

There’s one exception to Luke’s “all new equipment” state-

ment: He bought a used New Tech portable roll former for 

making standing seam snap lock panels. “I actually had that 

machine before I started the shop,” he says. “I did a lot of pole 

buildings when I was in construction. I was buying a lot more 

ag panel; snap lock didn’t keep me busy and was kind of ran-

dom. I keep [the portable roll former] around because it’s paid 
The Acu-Form decoiler was recently converted from mechanical to 
hydraulic, which has reduced the noise and fumes in the shop.

+1.620.345.6394
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for itself and there’s a call for it. 

“There’s a bigger demand for it now 

than there has been,” he continues. “Last 

summer I was busier than I ever had 

been with that machine.”

CHALLENGES
Like so many other small business 

owners, Luke has had his own challenges 

with getting supplies and price increases. 

“This winter has been busier than in the 

past three or four years. Getting coil has 

been the biggest challenge, but it’s getting 

better.” Mapleview sources its textured 

coil from Hixwood; most of its smooth 

coil comes from Progressive Metals. 

MORE THAN METAL
While metal trims and panels account 

for most of Mapleview Metal’s sales, the 

company also provides builders and 

roofers with additional components like 

fiberglass doors (with composite jambs) 

and lumber. “We don’t carry a full line 

of lumber, but we do have more common 

lumber in smaller dimensions” like 2x4 

and 2x6. “If someone wants something 

Keeping equipment clean and well-maintained is a critical step for keeping the shop running 
smoothly.

Luke Herschberger purchased a used New 
Tech Machinery portable roll former in his roof-
ing business before founding Mapleview Metal 
Forming.

www.beckautomation.com
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The off-feed of the Hayes dual-level roll former at Mapleview Metal Forming can accommodate 
panels just under 40 feet long.
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else ordered in, we’ll order it if it’s a big 

enough amount.”

He’s also a dealer for laminated posts 

made by SCI Laminated Columns, 

Curtiss, Wisconsin. “Pretty much any-

thing we sell is retail. We can order it in; 

we keep a limited supply on hand.”

LESSONS LEARNED
One thing he would stress to some-

one starting up is how important rou-

tine cleaning and maintenance is. 

“Cleaning the machines and inspecting 

the machines is important,” he advises. 

“Do it monthly or even weekly depend-

ing on how much you use it. One time 

we opened up a machine and we found 

something was loose when we were 

cleaning it. If we hadn’t opened it up to 

clean it, we wouldn’t have found it until 

something bad happened.” 

“I got to know a lot [about the 

machines] by experimenting with them 

and working with them. There’s always 

maintenance. There’s always machines 

to clean. And it helps if your hired help 

takes an interest in the machines.” 

STILL GROWING
Even with price increases throughout 

the past year, business has been going 

well at the small rural shop. This past 

winter he was able to hook up the in-

Acu-Form trim machines stand at the ready.

Orders from Mapleview 
Metal Forming ready to load.
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floor radiant heat system in the shop, 

which is heated with a boiler. Luke says 

he’s “about due” to put an addition on the 

shop to make production easier. “I’d like 

to form the metal panels and trim and 

move them out to a storage building to 

get them out of the work zone.” He also 

wants to incorporate an overhead crane 

to make loading easier. “It’s something I 

had in mind when I built the shed, but it 

takes money to get there.”

Luke plans to expand his supplier busi-

ness: “I want to do more pole building 

kits. We’ll get the whole kit together for 

a pole shed and sell them as a kit.” That 

way, builders can order the entire build-

ing all at once and in one place.

Another thing he’d like to do in the 

future is to be able to make deliveries to 

jobsites. He does some deliveries now for 

people who don’t have trailers, but he’d 

like to have a delivery route when his 

business gets big enough. RF

Ultra HT is the premium, high temperature, self-adhering underlayment 
engineered to take on whatever Mother Nature dishes out. Whether it’s 
extreme heat, wind-blown rain, or ice and snow, Ultra HT provides 

.

Ultra HT is designed for whole roof coverage to protect your project 

Visit mfmbp.com or call 800.882.7663.

When sunny skies
.

Mapleview Metal Forming also offers additional 
components, to save builders a trip elsewhere.
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W
hen Larry Schlabach 

started the company 

he never imagined 

Masterpiece Metal 

Roofing would grow to include two extra 

divisions. Today, the LaGrange County, 

Indiana, standing-seam metal roofing 

experts are just that: a multi-division 

business, industry leader and more.

Schlabach is the sole owner and pre-

sides over the management of the main 

business. He is also in partnership 

with his brother Dennis for Elite Metal 

Supply. Larry also oversees Formwright, 

the company’s machine sales division, 

proudly partnering with his cousin, Orv 

Schlabach. Both areas are under the 

Masterpiece umbrella. But success wasn’t 

present early on in 2009 when they were 

catering to the RV industry. 

There was a lot of RV manufacturing 

in Indiana back then, but that changed 

with the recession. That’s when Larry’s 

grandfather had an idea. 

“Grandpa came to me and said, ‘You 

need to buy a standing-seam roll former.’” 

Larry looked into the purchase and 

bought one in 2010. “We just roll formed 

here and there for three years,” Schlabach 

says.

The group lost money the first few 

years; he was thinking of going in 

another direction. Then, Larry attended 

his first home and garden show in 2013. 

This is where Schlabach gained many 

business leads necessary for growth. He 

adds this is when business really took off. 

Soon, Masterpiece had enough capital to 

make additional machine purchases and 

add workers to the family company. 

“In 2015, we bought our first New Tech 

machine,” Larry recalls. “We started the 

second crew toward the end of that year. 

We’ve maintained two crews. That’s 

our goal. We have two crews primarily 

installing standing seam every day of the 

week, as much as weather allows us.”

They do have a third crew of two 

workers for service and smaller jobs. 

Schlabach adds they are up to 10 install-

ers and would like to see 12, but, like 

many others, are struggling with the cur-

rent employment challenges. 

Schlabach reiterates the economy com-

ing back at that time and the increase in 

popularity of metal roofing turned things 

around. He adds they were really the 

only ones with the expertise for stand-

ing seam in the LaGrange and Elkhart 

County area. The market became healthy 

for Masterpiece to accelerate its growth.

“We were the first company in the 

area that really pushed standing seam,” 

Schlabach said. “We’re still two crews, 10 

people out there every day, strictly doing 

standing seam.” This remains true today, 

as the company only works with hidden 

fasteners and doesn’t work with regular 

shingles or other roofing types. 

Even with their substantial growth 

they keep the number of workers and 

crews at modest levels. Larry says they 

could do three or four crews but opt to 

remain relatively local. 

“I feel that we don’t want to travel much 

farther.”

The company is popular beyond their 

location’s reach. They regularly receive 

calls for their services well outside of 

Beyond a Masterpiece
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Family roll-forming business proves well-rounded success 
 By Anthony Brass

Masterpiece Metal Roofing is developing a specialty: “barrel” standing seam roof panels. PHOTOS 
COURTESY MASTERPIECE METAL ROOFING. 
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their range, but are happy to help those 

distant clients find the right help closer 

to their jobsite. 

Schlabach only refers these clients to 

people and companies they know well 

in those areas. “We have a lot of people 

we know outside of our range: to center-

Michigan, southern Indiana, more east.” 

He adds they’re in a radius now where 

they can reach these clients outside 

their area. For example, one recent cli-

ent recommended Larry’s company to a 

mid-Michigan contractor. The distance 

was a challenge so Masterpiece referred 

someone in the lower peninsula to that 

contractor. 

LAKE-EFFECT
Masterpiece has new-residential con-

struction clients in topographical areas 

where many don’t get to work. They work 

many homeowners’ roofs in New Buffalo, 

Michigan, and into Union Pier, along the 

shores of Lake Michigan.

“It’s a small niche there,” Schlabach 

says. “Most of the time we have some-

thing going up in that area, which is just 

on that service line we drive to.” 

The owners of these new multimillion-

dollar properties believe in custom work. 

Larry’s company is able to accommodate 

these different tastes, including unortho-

dox shapes for the roof and accents.

“Our greatest niche as Masterpiece 

Metal Roofing is our ‘barrel.’ We can do 

round roofing. We’ve done quite a num-

ber of those  types of projects  — entranc-

es and accents that have curved panels.”

The process requires a special “curver” 

roll former to produce the client’s desired, 

unique round panels. They first roll-

form the panel then make the cylindrical 

shape. This, at first, took time and per-

sonnel coordination.

“We learned how to curve trims. We 

have a Schlebach curver — we really love 

it. We have a guy who’s trained; one of 

the guys is self-taught. If one guy moves 

up or moves to a different position, we 

train the next guy. We’ve done that twice 

now.” 

Schlabach adds the procedure requires 

extra planning and thought.

“Learning how to work the curver is 

the greatest thing, but also learning how 

to think outside of the box: What can I 

do to curve this?”

He says the company does these 

unique projects where only part of the 

trim is curved, then the panel is reversed, 

and the rest of the panel is flat, that looks 

the same but is one continuous run. 

“A lot of the expensive houses we’ve got-

ten into have been requests. These have 

to be seen and specified from a designer’s 

standpoint. People want a look that’s a 

little different from everybody else.”

Schlabach says many of the contrac-

tors they work with are getting these 

requests and come to Masterpiece for 

their help.

These shoreline homes can take a 

pounding from the weather along the 

lake, but Larry says the components, 

materials and most of the process is no 

different from the rest they perform.

“The trim system we have, everything 

is 26 gauge or 24 gauge on the project.” 

RIGHT ON SCHEDULE
The company is versatile and works 

in many types of scenarios. But many 

companies face the challenges of sched-

uling and sticking to their time frames. 

The Schlabachs believe staying punctual 

keeps up their reputation.

“The biggest thing from a challeng-

ing standpoint in the roofing business 

is the scheduling. Contractors in general 

are ‘knocked’ a little more for not being 

on-schedule. That’s something we really 

strive to do — being on-schedule.” Larry 

says it’s important to be ahead of sched-

ule, not just right on time or behind. He 

adds this was learned, sometimes the 

hard way. “I feel we have overcome that 

challenge and we’re doing what we say, 

when we say we’re going to do it.”

This business trait is one of the rea-

sons why Masterpiece has expanded to 

include two extra specialty divisions. 

Elite Metal Supply builds their clients’ 

standing seam trims for the local mar-

ket and other states, including wholesale. 

Larry says they also tweak these from 

other products they develop and also 

focus on other components. 

“[Elite] fits in hand-in-glove with what 

Masterpiece does. We understand the 

hidden fastener market. My brother 

[Dennis] was out on the jobsite for five 

years so he understands what it takes.” 

Formwright is their machine sales 

division. In 2019, they started distribut-

ing New Tech machines.

“I had numerous people come to me 

and ask what I think about New Tech. I 

Formwright is Masterpiece Metal Roofing’s machine sales division, which is a distributor of New 
Tech roll forming machines.
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helped them through that. I was more 

than happy to do that.” That’s when 

Larry and the crew became distributors.

“That really has grown into an unbe-

lievable [part of the] business I never 

expected,” Schlabach says. In 2021, 

Masterpiece was the No. 1 distributor for 

New Tech. Their clientèle also includes 

many in the Anabaptist group, and con-

tinues to be a strong point. “We sell a lot 

of machines [to them].” Larry adds they 

have aftermarket products and acces-

sories that they put on their New Tech 

machines to help improve from an install 

standpoint.

“We’ve put enclosed trailer pack-

ages together that’s based off of the 

Masterpiece Metal Roofing experiences.” 

He adds they do a lot of total outfits and 

that the company coordinates informa-

tion and communications among their 

three divisions.

“If somebody has a question and wants 

to come out, the Formwright guy can say, 

‘Sure, I’ll take you to an install site from 

Masterpiece,’” Schlabach describes. He 

adds, if the client asks where the prod-

ucts come from they let them know they 

can supply them from one of their sister 

companies. Their divisions are different 

but work in unison. “They uniquely fit 

together. They’re really interlinked as far 

as one business building off the other.”

TRENDING NOW
The company installs 99 percent of 

what they roll form, which includes 

Snaplok panels. They also offer coil with 

Sherwin-Williams (formerly Valspar) 

coatings in smooth and crinkle finish.

Schlabach also says he sees more porch 

accent work for clients with metal and 

shingles. They primarily work residential 

and do some churches. 

In addition to the manufacturing and 

installation, they find the time to host an 

educational event each year. Now in its 

third year, the event focuses on standing 

seam installation and customer service. 

“It’s been really accepted in the market 

and people like it — it’s been really fun. 

When I first started up, there was nobody 

around to bounce ideas off of.” Larry says 

early on in their business they’d receive 

inquiries about how to do things, so 

they’re equipped to run this event. “We’re 

glad to share our experience. There’s 

more than one way to do something right, 

but if we can help somebody with our 

experience, we’re very happy to do so.”

It’s all about passing on experience 

and presenting ideas to others to better 

their position. After all, this is what got 

Masterpiece up and running — Larry’s 

grandpa made sure of that. RF
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P (610) 377-3270
www.planetsaverind.com Made in the USA

Fight Condensation Without Insulation
Ask for it from 
your preferred 

steel panel
supplier

www.dripstop.com or call us at: 1 (937) 660-6646
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Proudly Serving Customers Since 1998!

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE!

Call Today 1-800-581-4645

 We are the manufacturer specializing in:
Metal Roofi ng
Post Frame & Tube Buildings
Pre-Engineered Metal Buildings & Storage Solutions
Components and Accessories

45 Year SMP Paint Warranty
Over 20 Colors Available
Order Today, Pick-Up Today
On In-stock Roofi ng & Supplies
Delivery within 72 Hours on Most Products

Graham Good Deals

A.W. GRAHAM LUMBER LLC
Website: www.grahamlumber.com 

Phone: 1-877-845-9663

-Log Cabin Siding Wood & Vinyl
-1x6 & 1x8 T&G Knotty Pine
-2x6 T&G SYP & Treated
-6” & 8” Cedar Bevel Siding
-Framing & Treated Lumber

-Rebar & Concrete Wire
-Fence Post & Fence boards
-Wood Barn Siding
-Used Guardrail
-20’ & 40’ Used Cargo Containers

OUR DIRT CHEAP PRICES ARE POSTED ON OUR WEBSITE
OR CALL FOR A DELIVERED PRICE TO YOUR LOCATION

= BUILDING INVESTMENT PROTECTION

www.directmetalsinc.com         855-800-8878

HWH & PANCAKE FASTENERS • ANCHORS • PIPE FLASHINGS
REFLECTIVE INSULATION • POLYCARBONATE PANELS

SOLID & VENTED FOAM CLOSURES

Let DMI complete your building project 
with Code Approved & Warrantied:

PRODUCT

2021 

Contact us and we can
give you all the details!
717-209-0418

WE WELCOME
WHOLESALERS!

RMG Premium Snow Stopper
Made out of 14-gauge stainless steel.

SSG Classic Snow Stoppers
Made of all stainless steel products.

2021 PRODUCT

AIRAM®
 PRESS CO. LTD.

MADE IN THE U.S.A.
WE MAKE IT EASY AND

COST EFFECTIVE:
STAMPING, FLYING

CUTOFFS, PRE/POST ROLL
FORM PUNCHING, SCRAP
CHOPPING, USED WITH A
VARIETY OF MATERIALS

Phone 1-800-84-AIRAM
Phone: 937-473-5672

WWW.AIRAM.COM
Covington, Ohio 45318

Your Partner For
Pneumatic Stamping
COVINGTON, OHIO

USA
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Lebanon, PA
10 Enterprise Court
Lebanon, PA 17042

Bridgton, ME
24 JR Mains Drive
Bridgton, ME 04009

Contact Everlast 
Metals for quick 

service on slit coil, 
flat sheets and all 

of your exterior 
metal building 

component needs.

Heavy Gauge Painted Steel or 
Aluminum
Solid or Vented FP & RP Panels
Double Folder Capabilities for 
Custom Trim or Hard to Find 
Wall Panels
Up to 26 Standard Fluropon® 
Colors Available
Quick Turn Around for Slit Coil
Ready to Ship Fluropon® and 
Polyester Aluminum Flat Sheets
Eight Concealed Fastener 

TRIM ROLLFORMER

PANEL ROLLFORMER

PREMIUM QUALITYPREMIUM QUALITY

ROLLFORMING MACHINERYROLLFORMING MACHINERY

SLITTING LINES

DECKING LINES

PURLIN LINES

CHANNEL LINESWWW.ASCMT.COM   TEL: (509) 534-6600WWW.ASCMT.COM   TEL: (509) 534-6600

The “Original” post protector

www.plastisleeve.com

sales@plastisleeve.com
Toll free 877-775-3383

•Low cost - Easy slide on
•Also available,                       board protector

For over 40 years Stockade has supplied our Dealers
the Best Quality of Materials and Dealer Services!

systems@stockadebuildingsinc.com
800-548-6765

Commercial • Equestrian • Suburban • Industrial 

960 E Cemetery Ave, Chenoa, IL 61726
815-945-3667 • ibeamdoor.com

ibeamdoor@gmail.com

DOORS THAT WORK!

QUALITY PRODUCTS
COMPETITIVE PRICES

& MOST ORDERS SHIP THE SAME DAY

Ph: (334) 283-4030  -  FAX (334) 283-4032

• Screws  •  Closures  •  Ridge Vent
• Pipe Flashings  •  Butyl Tape  •  And much more!

MATERIALS TRAILER
DESIGNED FOR METAL ROOFING 
AND POLE BARN INDUSTRIES, 
TRANSPORTING BUILDING 
SUPPLIES AND
RAW MATERIALS

PineHillTrailers.com | 717.288.2443
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JULY
July 20-22
Florida Roofing & Sheet Metal Expo 

(FRSA), Ocean Center and Hilton 

Daytona Beach, Daytona Beach, Florida; 

floridaroof.com

AUGUST
Aug. 16-20
National Association of Women in 

Construction’s (NAWIC) Annual 

Meeting and Educational Conference; 

www.nawic.org

SEPTEMBER
Sep. 24-26
Western Roofing Expo (WSRCA), 

Paris, Las Vegas, Nevada; 

westernroofingexpo.com

Sep. 27-29
RCAT / MRCA Roofing Conference, 

Fort Worth Convention Center, Fort 

Worth, Texas; 

www.roofingcontractors-texas.com

OCTOBER
Oct. 12-14
METALCON, Indiana Convention 

Center, Indianapolis, Indiana; 

www.metalcon.com

Oct. 26-27
Construction Rollforming Show, Ernest 

N. Morial Convention Center, New 

Orleans, Louisiana; 

www.constructionrollformingshow.com

NOVEMBER
Nov. 6-8
RoofCON Roofing & Solar Conference, 

Orange County Convention Center, 

Orlando, Florida; roofcon.com

Nov. 8-10
FABTECH, Georgia World Congress 

Center, Atlanta; www.fabtechexpo.com

Nov. 30-Dec. 2
The Buildings Show, Metro Toronto 

Convention Centre, South Toronto, 

Canada; https://informaconnect.com/

the-buildings-show/

2023

JANUARY
Jan. 23-25
MCA Winter Meeting, Hyatt Regency 

in Clearwater Beach Resort & Spa, 

Clearwater, Florida; 

www.metalconstruction.org

FEBRUARY
Feb. 22-24
Frame Building Expo, Kentucky 

International Convention Center, 

Louisville, Kentucky; www.nfba.org

MARCH
March 7-9
International Roofing Expo, Kay Bailey 

Hutchison Convention Center, Dallas, 

Texas; www.theroofingexpo.com

RF

Inspirational Gallery full of the 
gorgeous, quality completed-
project images that motivate 

serious customers to buy.

Knowledge
Sells

With a little help from Pro 
Tips On Your Metal Roof, 
the straight path to expert 
knowledge can rest in the 

palms of your potential 
customers. This 144-page 
book on metal roofi ng is 

designed to teach about the
many benefi ts. 

Pro Tips ON

 Metal 
Roof

Your

Edited by Tracy L. Schubert

CONTACT TRACY SCHUBERT
FOR DETAILS:

tracy@shieldwallmedia.com
715-445-1427

Metal Roofing Essentials   23

Metal Substrate Options
by Todd Miller, President Isaiah Industries

Aluminum. Aluminum is a common metal 

used for roofing in harsh coastal environ-

ments, because it does not rust. Aluminum 

roofing is available in many styles including 

shingles and standing seam. It is typically 

painted and, because it does have a higher 

expansion and contraction rate than steel, it 

is rarely used for exposed fastener metal roof 

panels.

Copper. Copper is a high-end roofing mate-

rial commonly available in standing seam but also in shingle 

profiles as well as various specialty shapes such as diamonds. 

Copper roofing is typically unpainted but it will develop its 

characteristic green patina as it ages. The amount of time 

to patina depends upon the environmental conditions and 

could be from weeks to many years. Chemicals can be pre-

applied to either bring the patina up faster or discourage the 

patination. Care must be taken with copper roofs to direct 

the run-off water carefully as it will carry the green copper 

ions with it.

Copper coil waiting in the warehouse to be formed for metal roofing. 
Image courtesy of Isaiah Industries

Stack of prepainted aluminum coil. 
Image courtesy of Isaiah Industries

Protipsonmetalroof-1-46.indd   23 3/15/22   12:54 PM

Our consumer-minded Shield Wall 
Climate Zone system will help 
tailor conversations about the 

short-term cost versus long-term 
protective benefi t metal roofs off er 
for a specifi c area. For example, 

when a prospect should be 
considering the eastern spread of 

tornado activity and hail.

Before making travel arrangements, check with the show producer to confirm there have been no 

changes to event dates, venue, or show hours. To have events included here, contact Karen Knapstein, 

715-513-6767, karen@shieldwallmedia.com; mail to: Shield Wall Media Events Calendar, PO Box 255, 

Iola, WI 54945.

Events-RF-JJ2022.indd   39 5/26/22   9:16 AM
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new products
B Y  R U R A L  B U I L D E R  S TA F F

 BOR-MAX SERIESEARTH AUGERS
General Equipment Company has in-troduced the 2350 Bor-Max™ Series earth augers and auger extension, off ering dig-ging performance for small, hand-held type earth auger products. Th ese augers are specially designed to drill through unconsolidated soil classifi cations, such as loams, sands, soft  clays and granular rubbles.

Th e Bor-Max Series earth augers are engineered with heavy-gauged helicoid-type fl ighting and axle to better withstand bending and torque loads. Overall, the augers are built to be aggressive with soil penetration, requiring less horsepower to dig a hole. Cupped fl ighting in combina-tion with an increased fl ighting pitch is intentionally designed to maximize the amount of soil removed to produce clean-er holes with less spill back.Th e cast-steel boring head features an alloy-steel screw bit and heat-treated cut-ting blade that are easily fi eld replaceable to ensure minimal downtime. Th e cut-ting blade’s outside edge extends past the boring head and fl ighting to extend ser-vice life of the auger. Th e augers come in nominal diameters ranging from 2” to 8” (51 to 203 mm). Th e plain shaft -type au-ger extension can be used with all auger sizes and increases the digging depth by 15” (381 mm).
Th e Bor-Max series earth augers are designed specifi cally for use with General Equipment Company’s 200 Series EPIC™ hole digging products plus competitive products utilizing 1” diameter auger drive connections. 

www.generalequip.com 
 DISPOSABLEHARD HAT LINERSNoSweat has created the fi rst disposable performance liners specifi cally for hard 

hats that absorb sweat instantly while pre-venting odors, stains, acne and the con-stant need to stop and wipe up sweat with a towel or a shirt sleeve. NoSweat American-made thin lin-ers off er a universal fi t in all brands and makes of hard hats and bump caps. Th e liners are compliant with major safety standards requirements. Th ey can be in-stalled in seconds by peeling and stick-ing a liner to the inside of the headwear. SweatLock technology instantly begins to absorb sweat. Moisture is locked inside the liner to help prevent dripping sweat, fogging, sweat stains, acne and odor. Each liner absorbs about 2 ounces of sweat.Th e liners are performance, safety and hygiene based allowing users to keep their eye safely on the job, without distrac-tions that are associated with sweating. Depending on the person and activities being performed, each liner can last any-where from one use up to two weeks. www.nosweatco.com

 EAGLE GRIP LOCKING HANDLE TOOLS
Malco Products, SBC, has announced the launch of Eagle Grip, its newest line of professional-grade locking handled tools. Eagle Grip tools are the fi rst full line man-ufactured at Malco’s plant in DeWitt, Ne-braska, the birthplace of the locking pliers. Forged from the fi nest grades of Ameri-can steel, Eagle Grip tools deliver strong performance on the job and are backed by Malco’s 70-year heritage of innovation, quality and safety. Th e fi rst nine products in the Eagle Grip line include locking pli-ers, clamps and seamers, for use in sheet metal, automotive, welding and agricul-ture applications:

Locking Pliers:  7” & 10” Straight Jaw Locking Pliers; 7” & 10” Curved Jaw Locking Pliers with Wire Cutter.Clamps: 11” Locking C-Clamps; 11” 

Locking C-Clamps with Swivel Pads.Seamers (available soon): 3”, 6” & 9” Locking Sheet Metal Seamers.Verifi ed by third-party testing of the LP10WC (curved jaw locking pliers with wire cutter) versus leading traditional locking pliers, Eagle Grip is the strongest locking pliers in the world. Th ey are made in the USA and backed by a lifetime satis-faction guarantee. www.eaglegripusa.com

 ELASTOMERIC METAL ROOF COATING
Nationwide Protective Coatings (NPC) has introduced PERMAKOTE® metal roof paint, which is a bright white elastomeric acrylic roof coating designed to work on a metal roof system. It is a water-based, high-build formula that possesses acrylic waterproofi ng technology. It also qualifi es for a Class A fi re rating test as per ASTM E84-01, NFPA 101 Life Safety Code. Use of the PERMAKOTE® Metal Roof Paint in conjunction with NPC’s Primer, Seam Tape and Elastomeric Caulk options pro-vide a metal roof restoration system with up to a 15 year warranty.Color matching and custom colors are available.

www.nationwidecoatings.com
_new products-USE THIS.indd   29
_new products-USE THIS.indd   29
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NEW PRODUCTS

Dust Goggles from Brass Knuckle

Brass Knuckle® Grasshopper (BKDST-1010N) dust goggle/

spectacle off ers workday versatility without sacrifi cing comfort. 

A soft , comfortable EVA foam dust fi lter with built-in air chan-

nels fi lls the gap between glasses and the face, keeping dust out. 

Th e fi lter also easily removes, transforming Grasshopper into 

standard protective eyewear. 

Lenses are durable poly-

carbonate, meet or exceed 

ANSI/ISEA Z87.1-2020, 

and are manufactured with 

Brass Knuckle’s N-Fog™ anti-

fog coating. N-FOG performance 

testing shows its anti-fog capability exceeds the world’s most 

stringent anti-fog standard — European EN 166/168 — lasting 

15 times longer. 

Th is high degree of fog protection makes Grasshopper perfect 

for jobs requiring workers to migrate between widely varying 

temperature extremes that make fogging eyewear an 

occupational hazard.

Th e sporty European design features a stylish, wraparound 

lens for an unobstructed fi eld of vision. Bend-but-don’t-break 

fl exible thermoplastic rubber (TPR) grass-green temples provide 

hypoallergenic, non-slip comfort, adapting to any facial profi le 

without distorting optics. Grasshopper is also fully dielectric (no 

metal anywhere). 

www.brassknuckleprotection.com

Hi-Visibility Jackets from Pyramex

Pyramex® Winter Workwear jackets  are designed to be highly 

functional when in the fi eld. Th ey have features that provide 

the protection you require from both a safety standpoint and 

against the elements. 

According to the United States 

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

more than 20,000 work 

injuries involved ice, sleet or 

snow in 2017. Experts agree 

key factors in staying safe 

when working outdoors in the 

winter include dressing the part 

and being visible. 

Th e RC7P35 Series waterproof, hi-vis jacket has both an outer 

parka and inner jacket. Constructed of highly resilient orang-

polyester, the outer parka has a quilted lining and black material 

on the bottom and at the storm cuff s. With snaps to hold the 

inner jacket in place, the jacket has a bevy of features including 

heavy-duty zipper front closures with snap storm fl aps, a con-

cealed detachable hood with a drawstring and plenty of inner 

and outer pockets. Th e jacket is rated to ANSI Type R, Class 3 

and ANSI/ISEA 107-2015: AATCC 127 Waterproof standards. 

Th e RPB36 Series jacket (shown) features a lime Tefl on™-

treated waterproof, hi-vis rip stop polyester shell. Th e jacket has 

both an outer parka and an inner fl eece jacket. Keep the cold 

out with elastic bands at the wrists, and drawstrings around the 

bottom. Th e outer parka has 8 outer and 2 inner pockets, while 

the inner hi-vis polyester fl eece has 2 outer and 2 inner pock-

ets. Th e RPB36 Series jacket meets ANSI Type R, Class 3 safety 

standards. 

Th e RPB3511 Series jacket has a waterproof black background 

rip-stop polyester shell that is Tefl on™-treated and has 2” non-

connected silver refl ective material. Built tough, the jacket has 

all heat-sealed seams, a dual zipper front closure with a hook 

and loop storm fl ap, and a concealed detachable hood with 

drawstring and slack adjustment. A soft  quilted interior keeps 

you warm along with elastic bands at the wrist and drawstring 

around the bottom to keep you dry. Th e RPB3511 Series jacket is 

safety tested to meet ANSI Type O Class 1 and ANSI/ISEA 107-

2015: ATCC 127 Waterproof standards. 

www.pyramexsafety.com.  

Cordless Finish and Trim Nailers from SENCO

KYOCERA SENCO Indus-

trial Tools (SENCO), an industry 

leader in fasteners and fastening 

systems, has updated its cordless 

fi nish and trim nailers, the com-

pany announced. Th e new F-15XP 

15-gauge fi nish nailer, F-16XP 

16-gauge fi nish nailer, and F-18XP 

18-gauge brad nailer are available 

through SENCO distributors. 

Th e new tools feature SENCO’s 

patented FUSION Cordless Pneumatic Technology and main-

tain the feel and performance of a true pneumatic nailer. How-

ever, they have been re-engineered to be more robust, powerful 

and ergonomic, as well as easier to use and repair than previous 

generations. Each new SENCO cordless tool includes an air 

valve that allows the tool to be quickly and safely depressurized. 

Th e internal components can be easily removed and rebuilt, and 

the tool can be repressurized through the air valve.

“Th e new FUSION fi nish and trim tools were designed to be 

service-center friendly with easy access to internal components, so 

they are even more like a traditional pneumatic tool now than they 

were before,” said Eric Bellman, Senior Product Manager. “While 

other brands require tools to be sent back to the factory, SENCO’s 

new cordless tools can be serviced at any authorized SENCO ser-

vice center, allowing for faster repairs and less downtime.”

Each new cordless fi nish and trim tool powered by FUSION 

technology comes with a 1.5Ah battery and a quick charger, 

a durable storage bag and a 5-year warranty. Th ey are also 

compatible with SENCO’s 3.0Ah batteries included with the 

company’s DURASPIN auto-feed screwdrivers and FUSION 

cordless framing nailers. 

senco.com/fusion
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GET GUARANTEED PLACEMENT BY ADVERTISING: Missy Beyer – missy@shieldwallmedia.com • 920-216-3007

Submission is not a guarantee of publication. We reserve the right to edit all submissions for content, length, and clarity.

        Include a clear, high resolution image of the product  
      (no logos or advertisements), along with a brief 
     description of your product and the problems it solves. 

Tell 100,000
subscribers about your
new product

If your company 
has developed a new 
product for builders 
or contractors, 
email a new product 
announcement
to one of the contacts 
listed below 
for possible 
publication in our
business-to-business 
magazines. 

Advancing the Metal Roofing Industry Since 2001 
www.readmetalroofing.com
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METALFORMING TENSION 
STAND AND RECOILER

MetalForming, Inc. recently 

announced it has added the new 

Stolarczyk Tension Stand and Recoiler to 

its product line. The Stolarczyk Tension 

Stand and Recoiler is highly efficient, 

easy to use, and reduces cost and lead 

times on custom coil widths. The ten-

sioner clamps the material via pneumatic 

pressure with felt pads. The pressure 

gauge is fully adjustable for accurate 

clamping of material, while the loop is 

controlled utilizing a dancer arm. Shafts 

with separating disks ensure the material 

is properly guided to the tensioner and 

recoiler. Separating disks are included in 

the basic price for a total of six slits.

The recoiler has an open-frame canti-

levered design for easy coil loading and 

unloading, and has an overhead guide 

with a separating disk to ensure the 

alignment of the coil. The recoil speed is 

controlled via dancer arm control but is 

fully adjustable via a rotary potentiom-

eter. 

The Stolarczyk Tension Stand and 

Recoiler can be customized to meet user 

needs. Some additional options are a coil 

cart for the recoiler, quick-change felt, a 

rotary exit shear, a pneumatic clamp for 

the recoiler, and an in-feed lifting table.

www.metalforming-usa.com

CARHARTT CAYCE AND  
IRONSIDE SAFETY GLASSES

The Carhartt® Cayce™ and Ironside® 

glasses, which offer some of the most 

technologically advanced safety features, 

are for those who demand both comfort 

and style on the job. 

The Cayce half-frame slim temple safe-

ty glasses were created for all-day wear 

and have an adjustable rubber nosepiece, 

slim temple design and wraparound cov-

erage. The glasses are built tough with 

the highest-grade materials. The anti-

fog and scratch resistant lenses are made 

from polycarbonate, a thermoplastic 

polymer 250 times the strength of glass. 

The Cayce glasses are available with  

clear, sandstone bronze and gray lenses. 

Ironside full-frame, vented-temple 

safety glasses employ the company’s clas-

sic design. With a rubber nosepiece and 

straight-back vented co-injected tem-

ples, the glasses offer good looks, qual-

ity, and comfort. Lenses are made from 

scratch-resistant polycarbonate and are 

paired with highly durable temple and 

nosepiece components. All lens options 

offer anti-fog capabilities. Available with 

either a capture clam or polybag, lens 

options include sandstone bronze, gray, 

or antique mirror. 

www.pyramexsafety.com RF

Ironside Safety Glasses by Pyramex

Carhartt Cayce Safety Glasses by Pyramex

CONTACT TRACY SCHUBERT
FOR DETAILS:

tracy@shieldwallmedia.com
715-445-1427

SEAL
DEALS
Consumers need carports 

to protect their vehicles and 
large adult toys like ATVs, 
boats, snowmobiles and 

RVs from weather damage 
and other harm. Experts 
share their knowledge to 

help customers have happy 
experiences and end up with 

what they desire.

Pro Tips ON

Your  CARPORT
Edited by Tracy L. Schubert

Pro Tips On: Your Carport is 
an invaluable resource to help 

consumers make informed 
choices about what they need 
and communicate those needs 
to their builder. This 144-page, 
must-have book helps teach 
consumers what they need to 

understand to build the protective 
carport of their dreams. 

Facts, Factors, Fashion & Financing   77

In his work as a content marketing special-

ist for Cibirix, Scott partners with major metal 

building providers like Carport Central to 

educate consumers about the benefits of modern 

metal structures.

T
here are many myths circulating about 

carports which can wrongly influence 

your decision about what to buy and 

build. This article was written to help 

you sift through the fiction to uncover the facts.

1.  Metal Carports Attract Lightning.
While it’s true that metal is a natural conductor, a metal 

structure doesn’t attract lightning any more than a wood-

framed structure does. And in the event lightning does strike 

your metal carport, you’re actually better protected than you 

may realize. Why? Metal buildings are positive conductors 

to the earth, meaning that the impacts of a lightning strike 

are diffused through the metal and channeled directly to 

the ground. If you’re ever in an electrical storm, sheltering 

underneath a metal carport is actually a safer choice!

2.  Metal Carports Aren’t Attractive.
Who says a prefab steel carport has to be boring? Thanks 

to the strength of steel framing, you can create a clear-span 

covered space that’s completely customizable. The exterior of 

a metal carport is customizable too, including choosing your 

roof design, roof color, trim color, optional side paneling, 

gables, doors, windows and more. 

Like to try your hand at designing your own custom metal 

carport? Check out a visualizer like Carport Central’s 3D 

Building Design Tool. Many builders offer visualizers online. 

They’re easy to use, and are accessible from any computer, 

tablet, or smartphone. The only real limit to the look of your 

metal carport is your imagination!

3.  Metal Carports Interfere with Cell Phone and 
Wi-Fi Signals.

This simply isn’t the case. Steel buildings haven’t been 

Top Ten Metal  
Carport Myths Dispelled

by Scott Kyles, Carport and Metal Buildings  
Content Specialist, Cibirix 
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R
oll forming used to run at a very 

slow speed, just about 50 feet 

per minute. Then it was easy to 

handle everything manually at 

the end of the line. These days roll form-

ers can run anywhere from 300 to 500 

feet per minute. Speed can make parts 

hard to handle, but so can part configu-

ration, which has become more complex 

as machine capabilities have expanded. 

Typically, parts were roll formed and 

then additional features and processes 

were incorporated manually down the 

line. Today’s roll forming systems can 

include some punching, forming, bend-

ing and other processes that have noth-

ing to do with roll forming itself and are 

designed for complete done-in-one part 

manufacturing. And with these systems 

comes sophisticated material handling 

automation.

Moving from one process to another, 

automated material handling eliminates 

human error, particularly as it relates to 

part orientation. Automation helps verify 

that the correct part is being handled 

and orients it for proper processing. An 

example of the same was in the HVAC 

industry where after rollforming the part 

was sent to the assembly line, which had 

the Aircon assembled directly onto it.

It also helps to reduce the depen-

dency on an operator, which increases 

roll forming uptime and speed. A mate-

rial handling system can process much 

faster than any operator can, especially 

when the parts on the line are large and 

heavy. And with large, heavy parts comes 

a safety aspect. Manually having to move 

and orient parts repeatedly throughout 

the day opens operators up to fatigue and 

injuries. 

There are huge time savings accrued 

using an automated material handling 

system, especially with packaging and 

nesting. An operator can sometimes lose 

count of part runs and shipments can go 

out with inaccurate orders. The ability to 

count part runs to ensure orders are com-

pleted correctly saves time, both on the 

front end with inventory but also with 

the confidence of knowing orders will 

not need to be reproduced and reshipped. 

An operator does not need to constantly 

keep count throughout the manufactur-

ing process. 

COVID-19 has also demonstrated addi-

tional benefits of automated material han-

dling systems. Fabricators were required 

to follow strict protocols for limiting the 

number of people in a workspace and 

maintaining proper distancing. These 

systems reduce the number of workers 

needed to man the roll forming equip-

ment and maintain safety standards. 

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
For fabricators with existing roll form-

ing machines, it’s really important to 

understand why and how material han-

dling automation is needed. Most shops 

have limited space on the shop floor and 

incorporating these systems can take up 

more space than what is currently allot-

ted, meaning a restructuring of equip-

ment may be needed. This takes careful 

planning, especially if there are second-

ary processes involved. 

Some shops may not see the initial 

value in adding such a system, especially 

with the upfront costs. But the machine 

does not take breaks and will continue 

Material Handling
A Closer Look At Automating Material Handling Systems

 By Jaswinder Bhatti, Samco Machinery

After a coil has been loaded onto the accumulator, the coil can be changed without stopping the 
roll forming process. ALL IMAGES COURTESY OF SAMCO MACHINERY
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at the same processing rate throughout 

the day. By removing the human element 

and maintaining consistency of the pro-

cess, fabricators can expect significant 

throughput gains, sometimes upwards of 

35 percent.  

Although there is a general interest in 

automated material handling systems, 

not all fabricators require such systems. 

It’s important to investigate whether a 

shop can benefit from new equipment, 

especially because of the significant 

upfront costs in many instances, and 

what the best options are for existing and 

future manufacturing activities. Is there 

enough volume for automated material 

handling? And if so, where are bottle-

necks in the process and where can auto-

mation best be used? 

FRONT-END SYSTEMS
There are many areas of roll forming 

where automation can be a benefit and 

should be based on customer require-

ments and machine specifications.

Coil Handling. There are many 

different coil handling systems available 

based on need. How often do you need 

to change coils? What is the speed that 

this needs to be done? There are several 

options available for automated coil 

handling.  

A single or double-ended uncoiler can 

be used to change over coils as material is 

used. The single option tends to be slower 

but does not take up as much space on 

the shop floor. A double-ended uncoiler, 

with one side running, the second side 

coil can be loaded to minimize down 

time. 

A coil car and upender combo allows 

for a coil to be loaded on the coil car 

while the uncoiler is still running, which 

can be helpful when a crane is being used 

in other parts of the shop, as the man-

drel can be preloaded on the car. A coil 

car can be paired with a single or double 

uncoiler for added efficiency. Usually 

coils are delivered eye-to-the-sky. The 

operator then must lift the coil to vertical 

position using a crane. This process can 

be extremely risky as there is a poten-

tial for the coil to slip. But the upender 

will safely bring the coil to the upright /

vertical position. On the other hand, the 

upender / coil car combo can also safely 

unload partially used coils by bringing 

them back to the eye-to-the-sky position 

from a vertical position to be taken away.

Accumulator. A coil coming off an 

uncoiler goes into an accumulator where 

it is fed into the roll former. When the 

entire coil is in the accumulator, the coil 

can be changed without stopping the 

roll forming process. Once the coil is 

replaced, the material runs into the accu-

mulator again. This automation can save 

up to 10-15 minutes per coil change. 

End Shear Welder. This allows the 

operator to join the trailing edge of run-

ning coil and leading edge of a new coil 

to save time on feeding the coil through 

WATCH FOR MORE 
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POST-FRAME HOME 
GAME CHANGER!

Well-Considered 
Choices Equal 
Best-Possible 
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the whole line. It can save on downtime 

and limits the damage (reducing the 

scrap) due to manual feeding.

Pick and Place Systems. Rather than 

manually feeding one blank at a time, it 

picks and places pre-cut materials on 

a powered conveyor. It can select right- 

and left-handed parts appropriately. Pick 

and place systems can be used to prop-

erly orient parts for post-processes like 

bending or punching. 

BACK-END SYSTEMS
How do fabricators deal with the part 

once the roll forming process is complet-

ed? There are various automated material 

handling options available to integrate 

at the end of the roll forming line to 

improve efficiency.  

Nesters. This is used as finished prod-

uct comes off the line at high line speeds. 

It collects and nests a group or bundle of 

finished products, usually for the stud 

and track industry, to be moved to pack-

ing and shipping. Nesters eliminate the 

need for multiple workers at the end of 

the roll forming line.

Stackers. This material handling sys-

tem stacks finished parts at the end of 

the roll forming line and is programmed 

Call us today for all your
 metal roofi ng accessory needs

www.levisbuildingcomponents.com

(877) 702-2814

WELCOME TO

Outfitting you for peak 

performance with 

metal-forming rigs 

tailored to your specs.

FA X
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2510 South 250 West 
LaGrange, IN 46761

Formerly Masterpiece Metals Machine Sales

A nester eliminates the need for multiple workers at the end of the roll forming line.
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to move the stack at a pre-determined 

number of parts per stack to an area for 

pickup by a forklift.

Bundlers. After parts come off the roll 

former they are nested into mini bundles. 

Bundlers automate the handling of mini-

bundles and automatically build pre-

programed master bundles that are ready 

to be shipped based on part orders and 

batches. A master bundle lift table rises 

to receive the first layer of product from 

the machine and lowers as the stacks 

build up. They are then strapped together 

into one unit for shipment. Once that 

master bundle is complete, the lift table 

drops all the way down and feeds the 

completed bundle to the final exit end 

roller conveyor. This material handling 

system eliminates manual lifting of 

packed bundles and reduces injuries due 

to lifting and turning of heavy, grouped 

parts. 

Packaging. Once the parts come 

off the roll former and are bundled or 

stacked, proper packaging is needed to 

ensure parts arrive safely with no dam-

age. Packaging systems can include 

shrink wrapping, adding a plastic or 

paper sheet between each part, adding 

dunnage and strapping, or bubble wrap-

ping the bundle so that it’s ready to be 

loaded onto the truck.

NEXT WAVE OF INNOVATION
With many different automated mate-

rial handling systems in place, it’s impor-

tant to have a monitoring system. Today’s 

machines are so fast that operators can-

not keep up with how fast the parts are 

processed, which makes it even harder 

to keep up with ensuring parts are pro-

duced properly. 

Adding quality checks or monitor-

ing into the processes is something that 

we will see more and more of in our roll 

forming systems. The ability for the auto-

mated material handling system to rec-

ognize all parts, identify bad parts, and 

separate them out before bundling and 

shipping will be a huge cost and time 

saver. 

The latest and greatest automated 

material handling systems can make any 

fabricator’s life easier. Fewer employ-

ees are needed for manual handling of 

parts through the roll forming process, 

eliminating safety concerns and freeing 

up workers for other processes. Adding 

even one or two of these options can 

make the roll forming processes faster 

and more reliable. Not every shop needs 

the top-of-the-line equipment, but it’s 

important to look at existing and future 

needs so you can grow into the equip-

ment. Customizing the roll forming line 

should be based on the roll former and its 

capabilities, part production needs, and 

an understanding of the upfront costs 

and return on investment. RF

Jaswinder Bhatti is vice-president of 

applications engineering for Samco 

Machinery, Toronto, Ontario; www.

samco-machinery.com.
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Building Progress Award Recognizes Construction Trade Professionals

T
he Shield Wall Media Building Progress Award has 

been launched to recognize individuals who have 

made significant impacts on the growth and/or devel-

opment of the construction trade.

The new award replaces, and builds upon, two previous 

awards from our sister publications: The 

Rural Builder Hall of Fame and the Metal 

Roofing Magazine Hall of Fame awards. 

Both were long-standing programs. The 

Rural Builder Hall of Fame ran from 1982-

2020. The Metal Roofing Magazine Hall of 

Fame ran from 2007-2019.

Both of these Hall of Fame programs have 

now come to a close and have been replaced 

by the Building Progress Award program. 

DETAILS ABOUT THE BUILDING 
PROGRESS AWARD PROGRAM

In this program, one award will be pre-

sented each year, beginning in 2023. Anyone 

can nominate one or more individuals who 

have had a significant impact on some facet 

of the low-rise construction trades serving 

the town and country market (population of 

250,000 or less). 

As the name implies, the Building 

Progress Award will be bestowed upon someone who has spent 

their career bettering and advancing the low-rise construction 

industry. Those advancements may include innovating prod-

ucts or processes, developing solutions to significant problems 

in the trade, influencing young people entering the workforce 

or people from other professions to join the construction trades, 

supporting trade education efforts, or any number of other ways 

to positively influence the construction industry.  

NOMINATION & VOTING PROCESS 
The nomination process is non-exclusionary; anyone who 

has a vested interest in the construction trade may nominate a 

candidate who has made an impact on the low-rise construction 

industry. Builders, manufacturers, public relations and media 

professionals, and anyone else who comes in frequent and close 

contact with construction trade leaders and influencers are in 

an excellent position to make nominations. 

Candidates must have made exceptional, enduring contribu-

tions to the success of the industry and must have been active in 

the industry for a minimum of 10 years. Individuals who have 

received entry into the Metal Roofing Hall of Fame or Rural 

Builder Hall of Fame are also eligible for the Building Progress 

Award. 

Once a nominee’s qualifications have 

been reviewed and vetted, the candidate’s 

professional profile will be published on all 

Shield Wall Media branded websites and in 

all Shield Wall Media magazines (time per-

mitting).

The nomination period for the Building 

Progress Award cycle closes Dec. 31 each 

year. To accommodate late-cycle nomina-

tions, voting will commence February 15 

and will close June 30. Ballots will be pub-

lished in each of our magazines, distributed 

via email, and voting will be available online 

on each of the Shield Wall Media websites.

Voting is open to everyone over the age of 

18, but is limited to one vote per person. 

The winner will be announced through 

publication in Shield Wall Media maga-

zines, on its websites, through its e-news-

letters, and on its social media accounts. 

This person will have the distinction of 

being honored with the inaugural Shield Wall Media Building 

Progress Award. In addition to receiving an award, Shield Wall 

Media will donate $1,000 to the charity of the recipient’s choice. 

The charity is subject to approval and must be a 501(c)(3) orga-

nization. 

All non-winning candidates will be rolled over and included 

on the next year’s ballot, making repeat nominations unneces-

sary.

To submit digitally, download the form 

at https://bit.ly/BuildProg21 or by scan-

ning the QR code shown. Questions may 

be addressed to Karen Knapstein (karen@

shieldwallmedia.com; 715-513-6767). 

Due to extenuating circumstances of 

2020-2021, the nomination period for the inaugural award will 

continue through December 31, 2022. RF

Who Deserves Recognition?

Name of Nominee:  _______________________________________________________________________________
 Mailing Address:  _____________________________________________________________________________
 Email address:  _______________________________________________________________________________
 Telephone:  ___________________________________________________________________________________
 Company/Position: ___________________________________________________________________________
 If retired, most recent position held:  ____________________________________________________________
 Professional Achievements:  ___________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________
 Years in the Construction Industry:  _____________________________________________________________

Nominated By (name): ____________________________________________________________________________
 Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
 Email address: ________________________________________________________________________________
 Telephone: ___________________________________________________________________________________
 Title/Company: _______________________________________________________________________________
 Relationship to Nominee: ______________________________________________________________________

Please describe why this person should receive the Shield Wall Media Building Progress Award.  

Signature: ____________________________________  Date: ____________________________________________

Email the completed form to one of the editors.
Questions? Contact an editor: 
Karen Knapstein: 715.513.6767; karen@shieldwallmedia.com

: ; @shieldwallmedia.com
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Name of Nominee:  _______________________________________________________________________________
 Mailing Address:  _____________________________________________________________________________
 Email address:  _______________________________________________________________________________
 Telephone:  ___________________________________________________________________________________
 Company/Position: ___________________________________________________________________________
 If retired, most recent position held:  ____________________________________________________________
 Professional Achievements:  ___________________________________________________________________

 _________________________________________________________
 Years in the Construction Industry:  _____________________________________________________________

Nominated By (name): ____________________________________________________________________________
 Mailing Address: ______________________________________________________________________________
 Email address: ________________________________________________________________________________  
 Telephone: ___________________________________________________________________________________  
 Title/Company: _______________________________________________________________________________  
 Relationship to Nominee: ______________________________________________________________________
 
Please describe why this person should receive the Shield Wall Media Building Progress Award.  

 

Signature: ____________________________________  Date: ____________________________________________

Email the completed form to one of the editors.
Questions? Contact an editor: 
Karen Knapstein: 715.513.6767; karen@shieldwallmedia.com
Linda Schmid: 920-659-6319; linda@shieldwallmedia.com
Anthony Brass: 920-455-5118; anthony@shieldwallmedia.com

Shield Wall Media

BUILDING
PROGRESS
AWARD

Official Nomination Form

Mail To:
Shield Wall Media

ATTN: Editors – Building Progress

Iola WI 54945
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SWI’s Reliable, Fast, & Easy-To-Operate Systems Ramp Up Any Sheet Metal Project.

FOLDERS
When designing the latest Gen III Simplex & Duplex folders, we listened to what our customers wanted.  The 
Gen III Duplex has proven exceptionally popular with many repeat customers ordering 5, 10, or even 20 Duplex 
folders. Our Duplex folder is built with the same philosophies as our incredibly popular Simplex folders: robust 
design, simplicity, serviceability, and high-quality electrical & hydraulic components. 

At SWI, we do not compromise on quality or strength to maintain our competitive pricing. We rely on smart 
manufacturing to produce our high-quality machines at a very economical price. 

SLITTERS

modes. Marxman machines can import data from a range of SQL-based softwares. 
Both machines have the ability to print barcoded labels that can be scanned 
at the SWI folder to upload job details direct from the production database.

For Full Catalog or Quote:

SWImachinery.com

8 Sets of Slitter Blades

eBend Software Integration

Fold speeds faster than 3 seconds for 0° to 90°

Part Cut System
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